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Hotel Meliá Granada 

"Modern Facilities"

Hotel Meliá Granada has superb facilities for conferences and social

functions. It's an imposing building in the city center close to the shopping

area and the historic sights. Being a flagship hotel of a prestigious

international chain means the standards are very high. All the spacious

bedrooms are decorated in bright cheerful colors and are comfortably

furnished. If you choose one of the executive suites, you'll be impressed

with the amount of space you get for your money and the up-to-date

equipment.

 +1 34 958 22 7400  es.solmelia.com/hotel/meli

a-granada.htm

 melia.granada@solmelia.co

m

 Calle de Angel Ganivet 7,

Grenade

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Carmen 

"Pleasing Hotel"

Hotel Carmen is one of the three top hotels in Granada, and it's one of the

biggest. The best thing about the place are the views of the city and the

Alhambra from the rooftop terrace. Some of the bedrooms have fantastic

suites with terraces. It's on a busy main road opposite the Corte Inglés

department store, so it's good for shopping and it is close to all the major

historical sights. Upmarket US tour companies use it.

 +1 34 958 25 8300  www.hotelcarmen.com/  reservas@hotelcarmen.co

m

 Calle Acera del Darro 62,

Grenade

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Granada Center 

"Pleasant Stay on a Budget"

Hotel Granada Center offers you a delightful stay at prices that keep your

travel budget happy. The hotel has a striking interior. It's illuminated in

bright lights and lined with several plants that make this place look

nothing less than a sanctuary. This charm is carried forward into all the

rooms which are decorated thoughtfully and furnished with modern

amenities. Business travelers can make use of the hotel's conference

facilities. The city center location allows the leisure traveler to explore

many touristy spots.

 +34 958 20 5000  www.hotelescenter.es/en/

hotel-granada-center/

 granada@hotelescenter.co

m

 Avenida Fuente Nueva s/n,

Grenade

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Abades Nevada Palace 

"Combine Business With Leisure"

Abades Nevada Palace is a stylish, four-star hotel located near such

tourist attractions as the Alhambra Palace, Granada Cathedral and the

Royal Chapel of Granada. The rooms here have elegant wooden décor

with all the latest amenities like flat-screen satellite TV, free WiFi

connection, mini-bars, and spa with thermal pool and also a Turkish bath,

an outdoor pool and fitness area and a restaurant that serves delicious

food. They also provide you with a paid parking space. The hotel has an
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elliptical-shaped building with 258 rooms, which have a stunning view of

the Alhambra, the city and also the Sierra Nevada. It is an ideal place for

private events such as weddings, family gatherings and also business

meetings, product launches and conferences.

 +34 9 0232 3800  www.abadeshoteles.com/

hotel-abades-nevada-

palace.htm

 reservasnevada@abades.c

om

 Calle de la Sultana 3,

Grenade
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